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Abstract—High levels of penetration of distributed generation and aggressive reactive power compensation may result in the reversal of power flows in future distribution grids. The voltage stability of these operating conditions may be very different from the more traditional power consumption regime. This paper focuses on demonstration of multistability phenomenon in radial distribution systems with reversed power flow, where multiple stable equilibria co-exist for the given set of parameters. The system may experience transitions between different equilibria after being subjected to disturbances such as short-term losses of distributed generation or transient faults. Convergence to an undesirable equilibrium places the system in an emergency or in extremis state. Traditional emergency control schemes are not capable of restoring the system if it gets entrapped in one of the low voltage equilibria. Moreover, undervoltage load shedding may have a reverse action on the system and can induce voltage collapse. We propose a novel pulse emergency control strategy that restores the system to the normal state without any interruption of power delivery. The results are validated with dynamic simulations of IEEE 13-bus feeder performed with SystemModeler software. The dynamic models can be also used for characterization of the solution branches via a novel approach so-called the admittance homotopy power flow method.

Index Terms—Load flow, load modeling, power system dynamics, stability, power system control, power distribution faults, power distribution protection.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing levels of penetration of distributed generators (DGs), either renewable or gas-fired will cause the distribution grids to operate in unconventional conditions. The flow of active or reactive power may become reversed in certain realistic situations such as sunny weekday time in residential areas with high penetration of photovoltaic panels. Active participation of future distribution level power electronics in reactive power compensation may also lead to the local reversal of reactive power flows. These kind of operating conditions are not common to exist in power grids, but may become more common in the future and may also have a serious effect on the overall voltage stability of the system.

The strong nonlinearities present in the power system determine the existence, multiplicity, and stability of the viable operating points [1], [2]. The nonlinear control loops inside individual system components are responsible for the voltage collapse [3]–[5] and loss of synchrony phenomena [6] that have caused some of the most severe blackouts in the recent history. Generally, the power flow equations that are commonly used for the description of steady states of the power system [7] may have multiple solutions [8], but in typical operating conditions, there always exists a high voltage solution that is considered a normal operating point [9].

The power flow equations solutions manifold has been studied rather extensively in the context of transmission grids; nevertheless, the structure of the solution manifold in distribution grids in reversed power flow regime is however poorly understood, although there are reasons to believe that it will be very different from the classical nose-curve type manifold. Even though the direction of the power flow does not affect the qualitative properties of the solutions in linear (DC power flow) approximation, it becomes important when the nonlinearity is strong. The symmetry between the normal and reversed power flow solutions is broken because the losses that are the major cause of nonlinearity in the power flow equations are always positive. In traditional distribution grids the consumption of power and the losses have the same sign, while in the situation with reversed flows the processes of power injection and thermal losses are competing with each other. This competition may manifest itself in the appearance of new solutions of power flow equations that do not exist in the non-reversed power flow regime. From power engineering perspective, this phenomena can be understood with the following argument. In the presence of power flow reversal, the power injections raise the voltage to high enough levels for low voltage equilibria to appear. The existence of low voltage equilibria may be demonstrated by continuation type rigorous mathematical arguments, that we have presented in Appendix B. It is also based on our observations from numerical simulations/experiments and the discussions of the existence of power flow problem presented in [10], [11]. This phenomena was observed by one of the authors in a recent work [12] but has not been explored in greater details since then.

Even for the traditional nose-curve scenario, the second low voltage solution may be stable under some conditions. This has been recognized for a long time [13]–[16]. Moreover, Venkata-subramanian et al. in [15] noted that the situations in which the systems gets trapped at the second stable equilibrium have been observed. However, the relevance of the low voltage stable equilibrium did not draw much attention and/or has not been studied extensively because this stable equilibrium is neither viable nor convincingly verified numerically due to modeling difficulties. The main problem in the assessment of the stability is the highly complex nature of the load dynamics. The dynamic behavior of the loads are a result nonlinear interactions of millions of heterogeneous components that are poorly understood and not fully known to the operator of any
given grid. At the same time, the dynamic behavior has a direct effect on the stability properties that cannot be directly assessed via static power flow analysis [13]. In this work, we address this problem by studying the stability with dynamic load models that are consistent with existing models in normal conditions but does not suffer from the convergence problems in abnormal situations.

Although, new equilibria are not suited to the normal operation of the power system, they may cause serious effects on the transient stability and post-fault recovery of the system. The effect is similar although more serious than the Fault Induced Delayed Voltage Recovery (FIDVR) observed in power grids with high share of induction motors in the load composition [17]–[19]. Stalling of induction motors may cause the delay in the restoration process. At the same time, when the grid has stable low voltage equilibria, the system may get entrapped and fail to escape from the equilibrium at all. In this case, the likely outcome of the dynamics will be the tripping action of the undervoltage protective relays and consequent partial outage of the power grid. Hence, it is important to revisit the voltage protection controls for the future power grids with high penetration of distributed generation. In this work we proposed specific pulse emergency control strategies (PECS) that are designed to restore the system to the normal operating condition.

The key contributions of this work are summarized below. In section II we perform dynamic simulations on a three-bus model that illustrate the effect of multistability and possibility of system entrapment in undesirable low voltage states. The simulations illustrate both the stability of some regions of low voltage part of the nose curve as well as the effect of multistability at high load levels. Next, in section III we introduce a novel admittance homotopy power flow technique to find multiple solutions to the power flow equations, and perform dynamic simulations of a larger system, the IEEE thirteen-bus test feeder. We dedicate section V to revisit the current emergency control actions and design the pulse emergency control for multistability. The importance of proper power reversal regulations as well as the proper assessment of DG penetration level on planning stages is also discussed in the end of section V.

II. DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS OF A THREE-BUS NETWORK

In this and the next section, we introduce the model and perform dynamic simulations of two radial networks to show that the two stable equilibria of load dynamics equations may coexist at the same time, and that the distribution system may become entrapped at the lower voltage equilibrium.

First, we consider a three-bus network as shown in Figure 1 with bus 1 being the slack bus and buses 2 and 3 representing the dynamic loads with distributed generation exporting reactive power. This system could represent the future distribution grids with the inverters of PV panels participating in voltage regulation (see [20] for further discussions of this proposal). Alternatively, it could represent a highly capacitive grid, for example involving long underground cables.

The loads are modeled as dynamic admittances with conductance $g$ and susceptance $b$ that evolve according to the following dynamic equations:

$$\tau_1 \dot{g} = -(p - P^s)$$
$$\tau_2 \dot{b} = -(q - Q^s)$$

The values $P^s$ and $Q^s$ describe the static (steady-state) power characteristics of the loads that are achieved in equilibrium. This form of dynamic load model is consistent with the most common ones in normal operating conditions, but is also applicable to highly nonlinear transients. The traditional load models [21], [22] with time-varying power consumption levels may not have solutions in all the transient states, whereas the model based on local admittance levels always has solutions.

We assume that the steady-state active and reactive power levels do not depend on the bus voltage, so that $P^s$ and $Q^s$ depend only on time. In other words, the loads can be classified as constant power loads, that attempt to achieve the given power demand levels $P^s(t), Q^s(t)$. This assumption is clearly a simplification of the real loads. However, it is a common assumption in most of the classical voltage stability studies, and also may be a good approximation of power systems with aggressive VAR compensation or power grids interconnected through fast voltage source converters (VSC). Moreover, the qualitative nature of the results does not depend on the specific static characteristic and more realistic models are used in next section.

In our simulations, we use $\tau_1 = 3 \text{s}$, $\tau_2 = 0.001 \text{s}$ for the load at bus 2 and $\tau_1 = \tau_2 = 0.01 \text{s}$ for the load at bus 3. The actual values of time constants do not affect any stability properties, we chose them for convenience of presentation, but physically the fast dynamic loads could correspond to power electronics regulating the voltage levels on the consumer side. The network parameters are given as the following. The impedance of the line $1 - 2$, $Z_{12} = 0.03 + j0.15 \text{p.u.}$; the impedance of the line $2 - 3$, $Z_{23} = 0.33 + j1.65 \text{p.u.}$. The load power consumption levels are defined as: $P_i = P_{G_i} + P_{L_i}$ and $Q_i = Q_{G_i} + Q_{L_i}$; where $i$ is the load number, $i = 2, 3$. $P_{G_i}$ and $Q_{G_i}$ are the active and reactive powers produced from distributed generators at bus $i$, whereas, $P_{L_i}$ and $Q_{L_i}$ are the active and reactive powers consumed at bus $i$. The power levels have negative values if the bus is generating power, whereas, positive values indicate that the bus is consuming power. Hereafter, all simulations rely on the assumption that all components/devices are able to operate through short periods under low voltage conditions, and without disconnection to the grid. In other words, all components/devices have enough Low Voltage Ride Through (LVRT) capabilities. This assumption
holds when high levels of system reliability are enforced. In this case, we assume that DGs continue to export power in the post-fault recovery.

In this paper, we mainly focus on non-synchronous DGs, i.e. wind turbines and solar panels. These DGs can be modeled as either PQ or PV bus by selecting corresponding control mode [23], [24]. As a common practice, DGs can be switched from constant voltage to constant reactive power output when reactive power limits are reached [24]. We use the PQ model or in equivalent, a negative load equipped with integral controller (I), $K_I = \tau$. The aggregated loads represent the combination of both the traditional consumption loads and DGs represented as negative loads. For the sake of simplicity, we assign a single time constant for the aggregated one. More sophisticated voltage control strategies may be explored in future more detailed studies. Even though the existing standards for DGs integration do not allow them to control voltage, i.e. require them to maintain a unity power factor; in the future, it is expected to change.

A. Transient from high voltage equilibrium to the low voltage one

The objective of our first scenario simulations is to demonstrate that the system may get entrapped in the stable low voltage equilibrium.

![Fig. 2: Voltage multi-stability in a three-bus network](image)

The bus 3 has base demand level $P_3^b = -0.189$ p.u. and $Q_3^b = -0.222$ p.u. which corresponds to a capacitive load producing active power. The base active and reactive power demands of load 2 are also given as $P_2^b = -3.284$ p.u., $Q_2^b = -0.167$ p.u. While keeping $Q_3^b, P_3^b, Q_3^b$ fixed to equal to the base level and changing the active demand level at bus 2, $P_2^s$, we can plot different PV curves as in Figure 2 with two stable equilibria. In these plots, the blue dot segments represent stable equilibria and the red dot segments - the unstable ones, all observed for different values of $P_2^s$. The large blue dot represents the high voltage stable equilibrium, $E_H$, and the large red one marks the low voltage one, $E_L$. For the given parameters, the two stable equilibria, $E_H$ and $E_L$, correspond to two levels of voltage at bus 2, i.e. $V_2 = 1.012$ p.u. and $V_2 = 0.560$ p.u., respectively. The following scenario initiates the transition of the system from the high voltage equilibrium to the low voltage one.

Initially the system is operating at the high voltage equilibrium, $E_H$. In the dynamic simulation, the preferred operating condition can be reached by choosing appropriate initial conditions in the neighborhood of the steady state. In this case, zero initial condition is suggested. The initial transient to the equilibrium point is shown in Figure 3 following the blue arrows.

After the system reaches the high voltage equilibrium, a large disturbance occurs, i.e. distributed generation is partially lost, at $t_{d1} = 15$ s. For example it could represent the cloud covering the PV panels with a shadow or action of protective relays after a short-circuit. The aggregate load on bus 2 changes its behavior from generation to consumption of active and reactive power. As a result, the system starts to move away from the high voltage stable equilibrium, $E_H$, and approach the low voltage one, $E_L$. This process is presented in Figure 4 with red arrows. The transient dynamics of the system dies out around $t \approx 15.3$ s.

The same transient from the high voltage equilibrium to the low voltage equilibrium can be also observed in another system where $z_{12} = z_{23} = 0.1464 + j0.5160$ p.u., $P_2^s = -0.7$ p.u., $Q_2^s = -0.9$ p.u., $P_3^s = -0.75$ p.u., $Q_3^s = -0.45$ p.u.; $\tau_1 = \tau_2 = 0.07$ s for the load at bus 2 and $\tau_1 = \tau_2 = 0.03$ s for the load at bus 3; if a transient fault located at either bus 2 or bus 3 occurs at $t_{d1} = 10$ s for a short time, e.g. 0.08 s. The conductance of the load at bus 3 during the transient is shown in Figure 4. The high level and low level refer to the voltage level of the corresponding equilibrium.

![Fig. 3: Conductance dynamics at bus 3 due to a transient short circuit](image)

Later, at $t_{d2} = 25$ s the second disturbance in $P_2^s$ occurs that changes the demand $P_2^s$ to some higher value $P_2^s = -3.286$ p.u. for 0.01 s. As shown in Figure 5 the system first moves away from the low voltage equilibrium following the blue arrows then returns back to the same equilibrium following the blue dashed arrows. Our numerical experiments with several disturbances with different amplitudes and durations
To indicate that the low voltage equilibrium is indeed non-linearly stable and is characterized by the region of attraction with finite size.

Fig. 4: The PV curve at bus 2, $t < 25$ s

Fig. 5: The gV curve at bus 2, $25$ s $\leq t \leq 30$ s

III. DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS OF THE IEEE THIRTEEN-BUS DISTRIBUTION FEEDER TEST CASE

In this section, we study the multistability phenomenon and the transition among equilibria in a more realistic thirteen-bus radial system based on the IEEE thirteen-bus distribution feeder test case described in [25]. The network configuration is shown in Figure 6 and the branch data can be found in Table I.

![Network configuration](image)

![Branch data](image)

Fig. 6: The thirteen-bus feeder test case

In the test case, bus 1 is the slack bus and bus 2 is a dynamic load with $\tau_1 = \tau_2 = 0.01$ s. The other buses are modeled as polynomial loads with load bus $k$ is described as:

$$P_k = P_{k0}(a_k P|V_k|^2 + b_k P|V_k| + c_k P)$$

$$Q_k = Q_{k0}(a_k Q|V_k|^2 + b_k Q|V_k| + c_k Q)$$

where $a_k P + b_k P + c_k P = a_k Q + b_k Q + c_k Q = 1$, and $P_{k0}$ and $Q_{k0}$ are the active power and reactive powers the load $k$ consumes at the reference voltage level, $V_0 = 1$ p.u. [5]. The load consumption levels are listed as $P_{20} = -0.85$, $Q_{20} = 0.1$, $P_{30} = P_{40} = P_{50} = P_{60} = 0.1$, $Q_{30} = Q_{40} = Q_{50} = Q_{60} = 0.1$, $P_{70} = Q_{70} = 0.5$, $P_{80} = 0.5$, $Q_{80} = 0.3$, $P_{90} = 0$, $Q_{90} = -1$, $P_{100} = 0$, $Q_{100} = -1$, $P_{110} = Q_{110} = 0$, $P_{120} = 0$, $Q_{120} = -0.5$, $P_{130} = 0$, $Q_{130} = -1$. Simply, let $a_k P = b_k P = 0.01$, $a_k Q = b_k Q = 0.005$, and $c_k P = c_k Q = 0.985$, $k = 3,13$. Hence, bus 2 exports active power and consumes reactive power. Bus 9, 10, 12, and 13 consume active power and export reactive power. The other buses consume both active and reactive power. To demonstrate the phenomenon of multistability, we first need to find multiple solutions of the network for a given set of parameters which are, in this case, the load consumption levels.

A. Admittance homotopy power flow

To find multiple solutions of the power flow problem in large scale grids we introduce a novel homotopy type technique that is described in details in this section.

Within the framework of our approach, we represent each $a_k P + b_k P + c_k P = a_k Q + b_k Q + c_k Q = 1$, and $P_{k0}$ and $Q_{k0}$ are the active power and reactive powers the load $k$ consumes at the reference voltage level, $V_0 = 1$ p.u. [5]. The load consumption levels are listed as $P_{20} = -0.85$, $Q_{20} = 0.1$, $P_{30} = P_{40} = P_{50} = P_{60} = 0.1$, $Q_{30} = Q_{40} = Q_{50} = Q_{60} = 0.1$, $P_{70} = Q_{70} = 0.5$, $P_{80} = 0.5$, $Q_{80} = 0.3$, $P_{90} = 0$, $Q_{90} = -1$, $P_{100} = 0$, $Q_{100} = -1$, $P_{110} = Q_{110} = 0$, $P_{120} = 0$, $Q_{120} = -0.5$, $P_{130} = 0$, $Q_{130} = -1$. Simply, let $a_k P = b_k P = 0.01$, $a_k Q = b_k Q = 0.005$, and $c_k P = c_k Q = 0.985$, $k = 3,13$. Hence, bus 2 exports active power and consumes reactive power. Bus 9, 10, 12, and 13 consume active power and export reactive power. The other buses consume both active and reactive power. To demonstrate the phenomenon of multistability, we first need to find multiple solutions of the network for a given set of parameters which are, in this case, the load consumption levels.

**TABLE I: The thirteen-bus test feeder branch data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From bus</th>
<th>To bus</th>
<th>Line impedance ($p.u.$)</th>
<th>From bus</th>
<th>To bus</th>
<th>Line impedance ($p.u.$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.041 + j0.131</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.027 + j0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.027 + j0.070</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.041 + j0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.045 + j0.100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.006 + j0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.032 + j0.070</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.027 + j0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.100 + j0.240</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.039 + j0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.015 + j0.050</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.020 + j0.065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with $P_k, Q_k$ fixed at the desirable consumption levels and the voltage satisfying the standard Kirchhoff current law of the form:

$$\sum_{l=1}^{n} y_{kl}V_l = y_kV_k$$

where $y_{kl}$ is the entry of the admittance matrix $Y_{bus}$ that corresponds to the link between bus $k$ and bus $l$. $V_k$ and $V_l$ are the voltage at bus $k$ and bus $l$, respectively. Bus 1 is the slack bus of the considered $n$-bus system. [7] can be rewritten as:

$$\sum_{l=1}^{n} [y_{kl}V_l - y_k\delta_{kl}]V_l = 0$$

Or:
Y_{kl}(y)V_l = -Y_{k1}V_1 \tag{8}

where $\delta_{kl} = 1$ if $k = l$ and $\delta_{kl} = 0$ otherwise. \cite{5} defines a system of algebraic equations for the vector of effective admittances $y$ whose solution represents one of the branches of power flow equation solutions. Note, that this system equation is completely equivalent to the standard load flow equations, it is just written in terms of different variables, or in other words, the solution manifold is parameterized with different set of coordinates.

To characterize all the branches of the solution we fix all of the power flow constraints except for one, say $P_2 = g_2|V_2|^2$ and begin to vary the value of $g_2$ thus exploring one of the cross-sections of the solution manifolds. For almost every value of $g_2$, we can find the solution of the nonlinear power flow constraints \cite{5}, and calculate the corresponding value of $P_2$. Thus, this way we define the parametric representation of the solution manifold cross-section. Like in the traditional homotopy approaches, there will be some points at which the Jacobian of the \cite{5} with respect to the free parameter $g_2$ becomes singular where one needs some reconditioning or different initial conditions to jump on a different branch. However, the key advantage of the admittance based homotopy is that this singularity occurs at low voltage levels, so the method can characterize the standard nose parts of the curves without any divergence problems.

In Figure \cite{8} we show all the branches of the power flow solutions for the 13-bus system obtained using the admittance homotopy approach.

![Fig. 7: The thirteen-bus feeder test case nose curve](image)

The two branches of the nose curve terminate at the singular points which are labeled with “$\blacktriangle$” symbols. After the set of nose curves $P_2 - V_k$, $k = 2, 13$ are obtained, one can determine the solutions to the power flow problem. For example, from Figure \cite{7} one can find that there are four solutions, $S_1, S_2, S_3, S_4$ corresponding to four voltage levels, $V_2 = 1.15, 0.69, 0.4, 0.3 (p.u.)$, respectively. The transition among these equilibria is simulated in the next subsection.

The proposed admittance homotopy power flow method does not suffer from divergence problems at the maximal loading points as traditional solution approaches based on iterative techniques such as Newton-Raphson method. Also, unlike algebraic geometry approaches, the dynamic homotopy power flow method can be scalable to large scale systems.

### B. Transition among equilibria

![Fig. 8: Power demand level at load bus 2, $t \leq 12$ s](image)

To show that the system may get entrapped in the new equilibria, we conduct numerical experiment demonstrating the dynamic transitions between two stable equilibria in the 13-bus system. We simulate the transient of the 13-bus test case system between two stable equilibria $S_1$ and $S_2$ which are plotted in Figure \cite{9} During the simulations, all loads except the load at bus 2 are polynomial loads with fixed base demand levels, $P_{k0}$ and $Q_{k0}$. Load bus 2 is composed of distributed generator and some dynamic load with aggregate time constants $\tau_1 = \tau_2 = 0.01$ s and base demand levels, $P_2^* = -0.85$ p.u. and $Q_2^* = 0.1$ p.u. Initially, the system is working at the high voltage equilibrium, $S_1$ and starts at the initial condition $g_2 = 0.077, b_2 = -0.652, g_k = b_k = 0$ for $k = 3, 13$.

When the system is operating at the point $S_1$, a large disturbance occurs at $T_1 = 3$ s and lasts 0.1 s, during which the active power generation on bus 2 is temporary lost, so the bus 2 starts to consume active power with $P_2 = 0.5$ p.u.  

![Fig. 9: Voltage at load bus 2](image)
The disturbance is recorded in Figure 8. After short period of time the generation on bus 2 is automatically restored (after the action of re-closer or other automatic relay systems), and the power level returns back to the original levels. However, the system fails to restore to the normal operating point and becomes entrapped in the low voltage equilibrium. The restoration action that returns the system back to its normal operation conditions happens at $T_2 = 11 \text{ s}$ and is described in details in next sections. To conclude this analysis, the loss of DGs results in a transient of the system from the high voltage equilibrium, $S_1$, to the lower voltage equilibrium, $S_2$, as shown in Figure 9.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS AND THE MULTISTABILITY PHENOMENON

For the 3-bus and 13-bus systems considered in this simulation, the voltage of the second stable equilibrium is relatively low and unacceptable for the system to operate for a long period. However, even though the new solutions have unacceptably low voltage level for normal operation, they may have a strong effect on the process of post-fault voltage recovery where the voltage rises from low to normal values. This phenomenon is the main focus of this work and the main motivation to study the low voltage solutions and their stability. In other words, for voltage stability analysis purpose, we are interested in emergency situation rather than normal operation conditions.

In our numerical experiments, we did not observe any new solutions with acceptable levels of voltage. However, it is not clear whether this observation will hold in general for other types of distribution grids. For example, for a two-bus network with Under-Load Tap Changers (ULTCs) having limited taps, the voltage levels of both of the stable equilibria may be high enough for normal system operation which is considered in appendix A. Moreover, many of the current distribution grids do not have proper under-voltage protection on low voltage part. As long as the currents experienced during the nonlinear transients do not trigger the overcurrent relays the system may get entrapped at the low voltage equilibrium. In substations, system operators may not be aware that the system is working in such unfavorable conditions. Therefore, if no countermeasures are introduced, the system will stay at the low voltage equilibrium.

Moreover, even for transmission grids, the system may experience post-fault low voltage for several seconds due to FIDVR. The low voltage conditions can move the system closer to the low voltage equilibrium and increase the probability of its entrapment. This may trigger the under-voltage protection relays and result in loss of service, and even cascading failures in most dramatic scenarios. In other words, the entrapment at the low voltage equilibrium may cause the same effects as FIDVR or power swings, i.e. the reliability risk of pro-longed low voltage conditions. To compare these phenomena, one can observe the similarities among post-fault voltage behaviors in Figure 3 and Figure 1, 3, and 4 in [26]. However, multistability without countermeasures not only delays the voltage recovery process but also entraps the system at the low voltage equilibrium permanently. Therefore, multistability and the transition among equilibria need to study more seriously as FIDVR.

In future distribution networks, more electronic devices with wider operation ranges may be used to control the voltage of the loads. In this case, the voltage level on the consumer side may be in an acceptable range even when the voltage on the grid side is low. At the same time, more PVs will be installed to supply power to individual consumers. If the ratio of distributed generation capacity to the total load capacity in the grid is large enough, which is may be as high as 35% as recommended [27], without the presence of energy storage, the randomness of weather conditions can cause large disturbance which result in the transient leads to system to be attracted at the low voltage equilibrium. To prevent the undesirable conditions, new monitoring and undesirable state detections schemes need to be introduced as well as additional preventive and corrective controls to keep the system in the normal operating point.

What happens if there is no multistability? By tuning the loads time constant in the simulations with the three-bus test system so that the low voltage equilibrium, $E_{L1}$, is no longer stable, we re-run the simulation with the large disturbance at $t_{41}$ to monitor the system behaviors. As expected, without the stable low voltage equilibrium, the system is simply recovered to the normal operation condition after being subjected to a severe disturbance. Therefore, multistability prevents the normal restoration of the system after disturbances by entrapping the system at the low voltage equilibrium that also drives the system into emergency state. Proper emergency control actions need to restore the system to the normal operating conditions. For the restoration purpose, we design a new emergency control strategy in the next section.

V. PULSE EMERGENCY CONTROL STRATEGY-PECS

A. Existing emergency control schemes

For small perturbations in distribution grid at low voltage which cause small deviations around the normal operating point, the HV slack bus can strongly influence the voltage recovery process, thus reducing the need for load shedding. The support from HV slack bus is provided first by instantaneously feeding of the low voltage grid with active and reactive power, and then, on longer timescales by adjustment of tap changers or voltage regulators, which is limited, say to 5%. In our simulations we assumed, that HV slack bus may increase its voltage up to 1.05 $p.u.$; however, we observed that this effect is insufficient to recover voltage if the system is upset by large enough disturbances like the ones considered in the manuscript. This is so because the low voltage condition is not a result of the lacking reactive power support as in normal operating conditions, rather the system is entrapped at another branch of the solution manifold following the transient response of the system. Therefore, injecting more reactive power into distribution system via Point of Common Coupling (PCC) does not necessarily restore the normal operating conditions. The same logic applies to the strategy of shedding the inductive loads and switching on capacitors banks. The
existing voltage recovery systems are not guaranteed to work for non-regular operating points, where for example reduced reactive power consumptions does not necessarily lead to higher voltage level [15]. Hence, as shown in the transient among equilibria above, temporary loss of DG causes severe disturbances on the system and may force the entrapment of the system in the low voltage equilibrium; hence, causing the system to enter an emergency state. In order to restore the system to the alert state, emergency control actions should be initiated [7]. For the distribution systems, appropriate emergency control actions may include fast capacitor switching, and fast load shedding. The performance of these control actions are assessed in this subsection.

1) Load shedding induced voltage collapse, LSIVC: As the system enters emergency state, load shedding may be used in the last resort and seems to be one of the most reasonable and effective countermeasures. However in situations with reversed power flow, inappropriate load shedding strategies may result in voltage collapse, thus resulting in a novel phenomena named load shedding induced voltage collapse (LSIVC). This phenomenon may occur when the low voltage equilibrium is close to the tip of the corresponding nose curve branch, or in other words, when the margin to the maximum generation point is very small. In this situations shedding of the load increases the generation levels on the system and forces the system beyond the maximum generation point, thus initiating the voltage collapse.

For example, in the 3-bus system described in a previous section, we consider a scenario where the system get entrapped in low voltage equilibrium with \( P_2 = -0.7 \text{ p.u.} \) after a transient fault shown in Figure 3. For this branch the tip of the nose corresponding to the maximal generation is at \( P_2 = -0.73 \text{ p.u.} \). In a scenario where the undervoltage protection system initiates shedding of the load at bus 2, the overall generation at this bus is increased and the system goes beyond the maximal generation point. In a specific scenario, we have simulated shedding of \( 0.2 \text{ p.u.} \) at \( t_{d2} = 25 \text{ s} \) which resulted in a collapse of load 3 so that the active power level remained zero after shedding load as shown in Figure 10.

![Fig. 10: The active power of load bus 3 in the load shedding induced voltage collapse](image)

Therefore, in the presence of multistability, load shedding cannot be always successfully employed for restoration of the system and undervoltage relays that initiate load shedding should be reconfigured. Same argument holds for the action of reactive power compensators that attempts to increase the load voltages by supporting more reactive power. The system may collapse as soon as it passes the tip of the \( QV \) curves in the production region.

B. Proposed pulse emergency control strategy

To increase the reliability of the system without compromising the quality of power delivery service, we propose a new emergency control strategy that relies on DG curtailments. We observed that the system may converge to the undesirable low voltage equilibrium due to some pulse disturbance, like temporary loss of generation. Similarly, another pulse control force might help to recover the system to the normal operating condition. To force the system back to its normal operating point, the control action needs to temporarily move the system back to the regime without multistability, where the system can naturally converge to the normal operating point and naturally follow this branch returning back to the normal point when the pulse dies out. Thus, the problem is reduced to designing the appropriate duration, amplitude and composition of the pulse control action. Instead of providing precise instructions which requires rigorous transient dynamics analysis of the system, we propose the pulse choice heuristics based on the following logic. The magnitude of the pulse should be chosen in a way to drive the system out of the stability region of the undesired equilibrium point. Therefore, the magnitude of the pulse depends on the size of stability region of the low voltage equilibrium. An appropriate duration of the pulse should be long enough to allow the system to enter the stability region of the normal operating point. In a typical situation, the duration of the pulse should be compatible with the time constant of the dynamic loads, i.e. reasonably larger than the load time constant to provide enough time for the load to approach the new equilibrium. Our experiments also show that the faster the pulse is, the larger pulse magnitude is required. In addition, extremely large and long pulses may cause voltage collapse when the system moves outside the stability regions of both stable equilibria.

Normally, the distribution system without generation buses or PV buses has two solutions in the consumption regime where the loads consume power. For example, in Figure 2 and 7, the consumption regime is the right half plane where \( P > 0 \). In most of the cases, the new solutions appear when the load starts exporting power into the network. However, it is possible for the system to have second solution branch even in the consumption regime. On the other hand, for normal grids, this branch can be observed in power consumption region only in relatively small neighborhood of zero consumption point. More thorough discussion is provided in the appendix. Therefore, if the control action could move the system to the consumption regime where only two solutions exist and mostly the high voltage solution is the unique stable one, the system will be driven to the upper branches of the nose curve which is characterized with high voltage level. After the pulse control action is cleared, the system will follow the upper branch to return to the high voltage equilibrium in the
power generation regime. Based on this analysis, the proposed emergency control strategies dedicated to the DGs integrated distribution grids consist of two phases: the detection phase and the control phase.

The objective of the detection phase is to identify the entrapment of the system in the undesirable low voltage equilibrium. This could be accomplished with the support of fast data acquisition systems such as Wide Area Measurement System/SCADA or future smart metering technologies. We envision a system where a large disturbance triggers the detector which then starts to monitor the system dynamics in an attempt to detect the events where the system enters in an emergency state where operating constraints are violated but the load constraints are still satisfied. As soon as the transition between equilibria is confirmed, the control phase is initiated. Large capacity DGs are chosen as candidates for PECS. A suggested set of candidates includes those that have initiated the initial disturbance leading to the entrapment. The DGs candidates are then curtailed for a short period of time, comparable to the natural relaxation times of the system. The DGs curtailments will drive the system to the consumption regime where the system recovers to the normal operating branch.

In some situations, the pulse emergency control design based on DGs curtailments may need more precise and rigorous calculation and analysis. Hence, we provide an alternative design of emergency control system. In this alternative the control directly changes the set of impedance states, i.e. the conductances \( g \) and susceptances \( b \) of the loads, rather than load powers or voltage levels. This allows the controller to move the system state in the stability region, from which it will provably reach the desired equilibrium eventually. In order to illustrate this control technique, we modify slightly the dynamic load models as below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau_g \dot{g} &= -(g - g^*) \\ 
\tau_b \dot{b} &= -(b - b^*)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( g^* \) and \( b^* \) are the set points of impedance which may be set to be equal the state of the desired equilibrium which is the normal operating point in this case; \( \tau_g \) and \( \tau_b \) are the time constants compatible to the load time constants in (1) and (2). Note, that the modified form of the load dynamics is equivalent to the one described in (1) and (2) and the only difference is that the modified form applies to the control period. By using this type of controller and appropriate set points \( g^* \) and \( b^* \), a long enough PECS period will allow the system enter the stability region of the high voltage equilibrium. Then the system successfully returns to the normal operating point.

The phase portrait also helps to understand the trajectory of the system and the transients among equilibria. It may also indicate which disturbances cause the system to “jump”.

The stability region which corresponds to a stable equilibrium can be visualized via phase portraits. For simplicity, we illustrate this with a 2D- phase portrait for a simplified 3-bus system as shown in Figure 11. The test case parameters are as the following \( z_{12} = z_{23} = 0.095 + j0.448 \), \( P_2 = 0.235 \), \( Q_2 = -0.145 \), \( g_3 = -0.246 \), \( b_1 = 1.46 b_2 \), \( \tau_1 = 0.56 \), \( \tau_2 = 0.489 \). All units are in p.u.. In Figure 11 4 solutions to the power flow problem are the intersection between red curves and blue curves. The state velocity vector field shows that there are two stable equilibria. One can observe that both stable equilibria have relatively large attraction regions. The attraction region of high voltage equilibrium is then used to design emergency control action that ensures that the system is driven into the basin of attraction.

Certainly, the phase portrait approach will only work for simple systems in practice, and more sophisticated algorithms are needed to characterize the attraction region. Construction of such algorithms is tightly linked to the problem of transient stability and is well beyond the scope of the present study.

![Fig. 11: The phase portrait of the 3-bus system](image)

We implemented the proposed emergency control strategy both for the two test cases described in this work. For the 3-bus system, the pulse emergency control action is applied to restore the system to the high voltage stable equilibrium, \( E_H \), after being entrapped at the low voltage stable equilibrium, \( E_L \). As was shown in the section 3.1 we the system is entrapped at the low voltage equilibrium at \( t < 15.3 \text{ s} \). The pulse emergency control action occurs at \( t = 25 \text{ s} \) and causes active power demand level at bus 2, \( P_2 \), to increase for \( 0.01 \text{ s} \) as depicted in Figure 12. Consequently, the system returns to the high

![Fig. 12: Active power at bus 2 in PECS](image)
voltage equilibrium with the trajectory shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14.

![Figure 13: The conductances and susceptances at bus 2 and bus 3, $t \leq 45\ s$](image)

![Figure 14: Voltage at bus 2 for the large second disturbance, $t \leq 45\ s$](image)

For the 13-bus feeder system, a pulse emergency control action is also taken place to restore the system from the low voltage equilibrium, $S_2$. The candidate for the curtailment is the load bus 2 as shown in Figure 8 at $T_2 = 11\ s$. As a result, the system is successfully recovered. The restoration of the system is recorded in Figure 9.

Moreover, the operator should be notified whenever possible about the DGs step reduction in advance. The optimal countermeasures should be designed in cooperation between transmission and distribution grid control systems. As we observed in our test case, the impact of slack bus or PCC connected to transmission grid is limited, especially in transient response of the system, and is insufficient to recover system from the low voltage level of the second equilibrium. It's worth to emphasize that the low voltage condition when the system is entrapped at the undesirable equilibrium is not a result of lacking reactive power support, rather it is so due to the existence of unusual solution branches on the solution manifold. At the same time, the transient among equilibria may happen as a result of transient faults which cannot be anticipated. As a matter of fact, the observed low voltage levels are a result of post-fault transient recovery. Obviously, for unexpected faults, coordination and anticipation is not always possible.

To prevent the entrapment of the system at the undesirable states new policies for power reversal need to introduced. The stability of the system depends both on the active and reactive power dynamics, so the regulations should be based on the analysis of the accurate models of distribution system dynamics. Standardization based on power factor may not guarantee the stability of higher voltage branches. The existing standards for DG penetration may not be adequately assessing the voltage reliability and security of the system. Unlike transmission grids, the distribution systems are usually operated without designated distribution system operator monitoring the state of the grid and usually rely on the fully automated control. This situation is unlikely to change in the nearest future, and thus having more advanced automatic control systems capable of detecting the entrapment of the system and designing the optimal emergency control actions is necessary for reliable operation of future power grids with high penetration of distributed renewable or gas-based generation.

VI. Conclusion

In this work we have shown that distribution grids with active or reactive power flow reversal can have multiple stable equilibria. The transitions among equilibria are also possible and occur after common disturbances. We demonstrate the existence and stability of the new solutions by considering several scenarios on a simple three-bus and more realistic 13-bus feeder models. To identify the new branches we introduce a novel admittance homotopy methods which has better convergence properties in comparison to more traditional alternatives. Existing emergency control actions may fail to restore the system back to the normal operating conditions, and may even aggravate the situation. We demonstrate this phenomenon with an example of Load Shedding Induced Voltage Collapse that may occur in the system exporting active power. To address this problem we propose a novel emergency control scheme called Pulse Emergency Control Strategy. This strategy can successfully restore the system with temporary curtailment of the distributed generation. However, more studies are needed to determine the optimal amount and time of control actions.
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APPENDIX A
MULTISTABILITY IN A ULTC SYSTEM

In this section, we demonstrate how voltage-multistability can appear in normal operating conditions in a 3-bus system where the voltage is controlled by the standard ULTC as depicted in Figure 15. We show that in this network there are two stable equilibria which both lie within the acceptable range of voltage.

The network and the ULTC parameters are as follows:

\[ DB = 1.5\% \text{, i.e. } V_{\text{max}} = 1.015\text{ p.u., } V_{\text{min}} = 0.985\text{ p.u.; } K_{\text{max}} = 1.17, \ K_{\text{min}} = 0.83; \ r = 0.069\text{ p.u.; } x = 0.258\text{ p.u.; } \cos\phi = 0.77; \ V_1 = 1.01\text{ p.u.} \]

The considered impulsive disturbance has the magnitude of \( \Delta y = 0.2\text{ p.u.} \) and duration of \( \Delta t = 0.1\text{ s} \) as shown in Figure 17. Also, we use the continuous model to describe ULTC, hence ULTC control scheme can be modeled as:

\[
\dot{K} = \begin{cases} 
-1, & \text{if } V_3 < V_{\text{min}} \text{ and } K > K_{\text{min}} \\
+1, & \text{if } V_3 > V_{\text{max}} \text{ and } K < K_{\text{max}} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(11)

The continuous time model here is chosen for the sake of simplicity, similar phenomena also can be observed with discrete model. More details of ULTC modeling can be found in [28].

![Fig. 15: A 3-bus system equipped with an ULTC](image)

![Fig. 16: Voltage multistability with the ULTC system](image)

Fig. 15: A 3-bus system equipped with an ULTC

Fig. 16: Voltage multistability with the ULTC system

Apparently, two different multi-stable operating points shown in Figure 16 which correspond to either \( V_3 = 1.009\text{ p.u.} \) or \( V_3 = 0.993\text{ p.u.} \), satisfy voltage constraints.

In the absence of ULTC the constant impedance load system is linear, and possesses only one equilibrium for a given impedance value. The ULTC plays the role of an effective load controller, but unlike standard dynamic models of PQ type loads that have fixed power consumption level at equilibrium, the ULTC has an controls the level of voltage and can have multiple equilibria either when there is a deadband, or when the tap ratio hits the limits. This simple example is presented just to illustrate the possible sources of multistability phenomena in power systems. This example was illustrating how multistability appears in the presence of controller deadbands, below we also show that the new equilibria can appear in the presence of tap ratio limits.

To illustrate the effect of tap limits, we reconsider the ULTC test case with new parameters are as follows: \( \cos\phi = 0.8; \ V_1 = 1.03\text{ p.u.} \). Other parameters are unchanged. The impulsive disturbance has the magnitude of \( \Delta y = -0.6\text{ p.u.} \) and duration of \( \Delta t = 0.25\text{ s} \) between \( T_1 = 2.4\text{ s} \) and \( T_2 = 2.65\text{ s} \). Multistability is then observed in either Figure 18 or Figure 19.

![Fig. 17: The admittance of the load during the disturbance](image)

Fig. 17: The admittance of the load during the disturbance

![Fig. 18: Voltage multistability with the ULTC system due to tap limits](image)

Fig. 18: Voltage multistability with the ULTC system due to tap limits

![Fig. 19: The ULTC ratio during the disturbance](image)

Fig. 19: The ULTC ratio during the disturbance
Figure 19 shows that the tap ratio lower limit $K_{\text{min}}$ is reached. When the load impedance returns to the predisturbance level at $t = T_2$, the tap ratio converges to the post-disturbance value which differs from the predisturbance one. Therefore, the tap limits also can lead to multistability.

**Appendix B**

**Appearance of New Solution Branches**

The appearance of new solutions in power flow reversal regime is not a mathematical fact, but rather an empirical observation, that can be justified by some qualitative reasoning. It is possible for the system to have second solution branch even in consumption regime; but for normal grids, this branch can be observed in power consumption region only in relatively small neighborhood of zero consumption point. We illustrate this claim by considering a simple 3-bus test case as described below. Although this example is overly simplistic, the behavior observed is qualitatively similar to other more realistic systems. Despite extensive testing on several IEEE cases, we did not observe the non-trivial branch in power consumption regime for operating conditions corresponding to normal loading levels.

The system parameters are given as the following. Both lines 1–2 and 3–4 have the same impedance value $z = 0.01 + 0.2 \text{ p.u.}$, and $P_2 = 0.1 \text{ p.u.}$ and $Q_2 = 0.5 \text{ p.u.}$. Bus 3 does not consume reactive power, i.e. $Q_3 = 0$. Active power on bus 3 varies, with the solution branches plotted on the figures. For the 3-bus system, there are 4 solution branches are observed. Branches 1 and 3 which lie in the left half plane corresponding to bus 3 generating active power are starting from (1) and (2) then ending at (4) and (3), respectively. The counterparts of branches 1 and 3 are branches 2 and 4 lying in the right half plane. In Figure 22 point (3) and (4) are congruent. Different solution branches intersect the no-loading axis $P_3 = 0$ at 4 points.

At these points the power levels consumed or produced at every one of the buses are low and can be achieved either by having very low admittances (corresponding to non-ideal open circuit) or very high admittances corresponding to non-ideal short-circuit. The open and short circuits become ideal at the point where all the buses have exactly zero power consumption. The origin of this interpretation can be found in [29].

The 4 intersection points correspond to 4 possible combinations of load buses, that can be represented as either open or short circuit (s/c) statuses of the switches $s_2$ and $s_3$. The status of fictitious switches related to 4 starting and ending points are listed in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point</th>
<th>$s_2$</th>
<th>$s_3$</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Open both bus 2 and 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Open bus 2, s/c bus 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>s/c bus 2, open bus 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>s/c both bus 2 and 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If other active and reactive powers are non-zero such as $Q_2$, non-ideal short circuit is applied, i.e. short circuit via low impedance. Non-ideal short circuit status is corresponding to very low voltage. When the solution branch is constructed with respect to $P_3$, the status of $s_3$ will change from open to s/c; hence $g_3$ will change from 0 to either $+\infty$ or $-\infty$ depending on the load consumes or produces power.

As observed in $P_3V_3$ curves in Figure 22, all solution branches are either starting or ending at the origin of the plot which correspond to a zero power flow operating point. The key observation about the importance of the zero power flow operating point is the following. For any radial system with $n$
buses, it is possible to construct explicitly multiple different solutions of the power flow equations for the operating point where all of the power injections are zero. These solutions are constructed by either short circuiting or opening the circuit on every bus, as shown on the figure. As one can easily check the power flow in both of the configurations will be the same. So, for the system with \( n - 1 \) PQ buses we have \( 2^{n-1} \) possible solutions. Not all of them are different, but the important point is that many solution branches pass through this point. However, as we will argue below, most of these branches can be naturally continued far into the power generation but not in the high-power consumption regime.

Typical new solution branches in consumption regimes are tiny and close to the origin of the PV plot, i.e. power transfer through the line to supply the load is limited compared to that in the production regimes. In other words, the solution branch can be usually continued into production regimes much further than in the consumption regimes. The reasons are as follows.

All the nose curves observed on the PV plot are continuations of the special configurations with open or short-circuited switches. Consider a radial system where the bus \( k \) is short-circuited, which means that all downstream buses with \( n > k \) also have zero voltages. As continued from zero voltage level, the non-conventional solution branches will have very low voltage levels in the close neighborhood of no-loading point. Hence, they will have much lower loadability limit in the consumption region due to high currents accompanied by high power losses.

On the other hand, the solution branches can be typically indefinitely continued in the reversed power regime. The reasoning behind this conjecture is the same as for the text-book 2-bus example consisting of one slack bus and one load bus.

The load power can be expressed as \( P = V_i I - r I^2 \). If the load consumes power, i.e. \( P > 0 \), current \( I \) will be limited when \( P \) increases because \( r I^2 \) increases faster than \( V_i I \). At the point where \( I = I_{\text{max}} \) and \( P = P_{\text{max}} \), the system encounters voltage collapse. However, this limit is removed in the production regimes where \( P < 0 \), the current \( I \) can go to infinity because power \( P \) and the loss related term, \(-r I^2\), have the same sign. The maximum loading in the consumption regime occurs when the impedance of load and network become comparable (equal in 2-bus example), however this condition can never be satisfied for power flow reversal regime.
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